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OUT OF THIS WORLD ENTERTAINMENT – THE VOCA PEOPLE
BOERNE, TX – October 1, 2014. The VOCA PEOPLE will be landing in Boerne…and they are talented,
charming, witty, delightful, and turning the world of a cappella singing on its head. Actually, they are turning
the world on their bright white heads! With the launch of their first YouTube video in 2009 (with no fanfare, no
advertising, no nothing), this group had two
million hits within one month. The “out of this
world” VOCA PEOPLE began “touring around
the world of Earth!”

Whether performing at the Ancient Ruins of the
Roman Colosseum, or the state-of-the-art Boerne
Champion Auditorium, the VOCA PEOPLE tour the
world performing at various iconic architectural
monuments. To name a few, VOCA PEOPLE have
been sited at the Tower Eiffel, Sagrada Familia in
Barcelona, on the beaches of Buenos Aires, and
Red Square in Moscow.

While many shows make the claim that it is like
no other, VOCA PEOPLE delivers in every
sense of the show. Their astonishing vocals
and impressive beat box rhythms, all done
without a single instrument except their
extraordinary voices, will fuel a 90-minute nonstop show that will range from TV theme
songs…to classical music…to pop tunes.
Creativity is defined in VOCA PEOPLE.
Performing in over 25 countries around the
world, this company heads to the Texas Hill
Country as part of their second U.S. Tour.
Boerne Champion Stage will be invaded for one
exclusive show at 7:30pm on Thursday,
October 23!!
Boerne Performing Arts is thrilled to be
presenting this world-renowned theatrical
production that is described as the “vocal
version” of The Blue Man Group. Whether
witnessed by Jimmy Fallon, “The coolest show
ever!” or the reviewers from The New York Times, “Simply Great! A Knockout! You leave the theater feeling
entertained!” the consensus is overwhelming enthusiasm for the show.
VOCA PEOPLE tells the story of eight aliens from the planet Voca who have crash-landed on Earth after a
millennium of space travel. They attempt to communicate with the audience, but quickly learn that we simply
do not understand! The fuel that keeps them charged – music – needs to be restored through interaction with

the audience. What follows is a delightful and completely a capella and beat box romp through over 70 songs
that includes hits by Beethoven, Mozart, Queen, Madonna, The Black Eyed Peas, and more.
The clever costumes that clad the entire cast are white suites over while full body spandex suits with the face
cut out. Paired with white makeup and vibrant red lipstick, the characters of the VOCA PEOPLE are similar to
humans while being completely blank canvases.
Creator, Producer and Artistic Director Lior Kalfo is an award-winning comedian who created this invigorating,
fresh, high-octane hilarious show that is bursting with electrifying energy. Under his reign, the cast excels in
creating dynamically different characters that are mesmerizing and wholly entertaining. Musical Director and
Arranger Shai Fishman has developed a cast that constantly and consistently blows the mind of the audience
with their impressive vocal skills, landing on every pitch with pinpoint precision and creating simply gorgeous
harmonies.
Need a preview? Visit www.BoernePerformingArts.com for a sneak peak at their singing skills and pure
entertainment qualities. This is one experience you must see to believe!
For information and tickets ($25-$60) to Boerne Performing Arts’ exciting upcoming performances including
VOCA PEOPLE, please visit BoernePerformingArts.com, or call 830-331-9079.

